
伏翼《本經》上品 

Fu yi, FE Ben jing. Upper rank. 

Translated1 by Paul U. Unschuld 

 

Asian particolored bat.2  

Vespertilio superans Thomas.  

 

【校正】【時珍曰】本經上品有伏翼條，又有天鼠屎，今依李當之本草合而爲一。 

Corrections: [Li] Shizhen: The Ben jing among the [substances categorized as] upper rank has 

an entry fu yi 伏翼. In addition it lists tian shu shi 天鼠屎, bat droppings. Here now, following 

the Li Dangzhi ben cao, the two are combined to form one entry. 

 

【釋名】蝙蝠音編福、天鼠本經、仙鼠唐本、飛鼠宋本、夜燕。【恭曰】伏翼者，以

其晝伏有翼也。【時珍曰】伏翼，爾雅作服翼，齊人呼爲仙鼠，仙經列爲肉芝。 

Explanation of Names: Bian fu 蝙蝠, read bian fu 編福. Tian shu 天鼠, “heaven’s rats,” Ben 

jing. Xian shu 仙鼠, „hermit/immortal rats,“ Tang ben. Fei shu 飛鼠, “flying rats/mice,” Song 

ben. Ye yan 夜燕, “nocturnal swallows.” [Su] Gong: They are [named] fu yi 伏翼, “hidden and 

winged,” because they remain hidden, fu 伏, during daytime, and they have wings, yi 翼. The 

people in Qi call them xian shu 仙鼠, “hermit/immortal rats/mice,” and the Xian jing lists them 

as rou zhi 肉芝, “meat soma.”  

 

【集解】【别録曰】伏翼生太山川谷及人家屋間。立夏後采，陰乾。天鼠屎生合浦山

谷。十一月、十二月采。【弘景曰】伏翼非白色倒懸者，不可服。【恭曰】伏翼即仙

鼠也。在山孔中食諸乳石精汁，皆千歲，純白如雪，頭上有冠，大如鳩、鵲。陰乾服

之，令人肥健，長生，壽千歲。其大如鶉，未白者已百歲，而並倒懸，其腦重也。其

屎皆白色，入藥當用此屎。【頌曰】恭説乃仙經所謂肉芝者，然今蝙蝠多生古屋中，

白而大者蓋稀。其屎亦有白色，料其出乳石孔者，當應如此耳。【宗奭曰】伏翼日亦

                                                           
1 This is a preliminary excerpt from an ongoing project aimed at a first full translation into 

English, based on rigid European standards of philology and historiography, of the Bencao 

gangmu 本草綱目, the Chinese encyclopedia of materia medica and natural history compiled 

by a team under the physician Li Shizhen (1518-1593) and published in 1593.  The translation 

is based on a forthcoming Chinese philological edition of the Bencao gangmu by Zheng 

Jinsheng 郑金生 and Zhang Zhibin 张志斌, Ben cao gang mu yin wen ni yuan, yi, 本草綱目

引文溯源. A volume of the Ben cao gang mu yan jiu ji cheng 本草綱目研究集成, 

“Collection of research on the Ben cao gang mu,” edited by Zhang Zhibin and Zheng 

Jinsheng, Ke xue chu ban she 科学出版社, Beijing, 2019. Identifications of historical disease 

names are based on Zhang Zhibin and Paul U. Unschuld, Dictionary of the Ben cao gang mu. 

Vol. I: Chinese Historical Illness Terminology. University of California Press, Oakland, 2015. 

2 Note: The earlier a text has been written, the less certain can be today's scientific 

identification of a substance. 2. The zoological species given here may not include all species 

possibly covered by a Chinese name. Here only the most common identification is provided 

as a first hint at the nature of a pharmaceutical substance referred to in ancient Chinese 

recipes or elsewhere. 



能飛，但畏鷙鳥不敢出耳。此物善服氣，故能壽。冬月不食，可知矣。【時珍曰】伏

翼形似鼠，灰黑色。有薄肉翅，連合四足及尾如一。夏出冬蟄，日伏夜飛，食蚊蚋。

自能生育，或云鼉虱化蝠，鼠亦化蝠，蝠又化魁蛤，恐不盡然。生乳穴者甚大。或云

燕避戊己，蝠伏庚申，此理之不可曉者也。若夫白色者，自有此種爾。仙經以爲千百

歲，服之令人不死者，乃方士誑言也。陶氏、蘇氏從而信之，迂矣。按李石續博物志

云：唐 陳子真得白蝙蝠大如鴉，服之，一夕大泄而死。又宋 劉亮得白蝙蝠、白蟾蜍合

仙丹，服之立死。嗚呼！書此足以破惑矣。其説始載於抱朴子書，葛洪誤世之罪，通

乎天下。又唐書云：吐番有天鼠，狀如雀，大如貓，皮可爲裘。此則别是一種鼠，非

此天鼠也。 

Collected Explanations: Bie lu: Bats live in the mountain valleys of Tai shan, and also in the 

houses of humans. They are to be collected after [the solar term] Summer Begins, and they are 

dried in the shadow. Bat droppings are produced in the mountain valleys of He pu, and they are 

collected during the 11th and 12th month. [Tao] Hongjing: Bats that are not white and do not 

hang upside down must not be eaten. [Su] Gong: Fu yi伏翼 are identical with xian shu仙鼠, 

“hermit rats/mice.” They live [like hermits] in mountain caves and they consume the essence 

juice of stalactites. They all reach an age of a thousand years. They are as purely white as snow, 

and they have a crown on their head. They are as big as turtledoves and magpies. When eaten 

after having been dried in the shadow, they let one be fat, strong, and live a long life of a 

thousand years. Those that are as big as quails and have not become white yet, have lived only 

for a hundred years. They all hang upside down, because their brain is heavy. Their droppings 

are always of white color. For medicinal application, only these white [droppings] are to be 

used. [Su] Song: [Su] Gong has mentioned the rou zhi 肉芝 referred to in the Xian jing. 

However, today’s bats mostly live in old houses. Hence white and big ones are rare. Their 

droppings may be white too. This is not surprising since they feed on what comes out of holes 

in the stalactites. [Kou] Zongshi: Bats can also fly during the day. But they fear birds of prey 

and therefore they do not dare to come out [during the day]. These things are good at ingesting 

qi. Hence they can reach longevity. This can be known because in the winter months they do 

not eat. [Li] Shizhen: Bats look like rats. They are of an ashen-black color. Their wings consist 

of thin meat linking their four feet and the tail. They come out in summer, and they hibernate 

in winter. They hide during the day, and they fly at night. They eat mosquitoes and blackflies. 

They give birth to their offspring. It is also said that tuo shi 鼉蝨, „alligator lice,“ transform 

into bats, and that rats, too, transform into bats, and that the bats, in turn, transform into kui ge 

魁蛤, ark shells. I fear, that all these statements are not entirely correct. Those that live in 

stalactite caves are very big. Some say that swallows avoid [to build their nests on] wu 戊 and 

ji 己 days while bats hide on geng 庚 and shen 申 days. It remains unknown on what principles 

such [behavior] could be based. And as far as those of white color are concerned, this is just 

their natural appearance. When the Xian jing assumes that [these swallows] reach an age of 

hundreds, if not thousands of years, and that to ingest their [meat] lets one become an immortal, 

than these are nothing but lies spread by the recipe specialists. When Mr. Tao [Hongjing] and 

Mr. Su [Song] followed these [statements] and believed them, they simply clung to outworn 

notions. According to Li Shi’s Xu bo wu zhi, “Chen Zizhen of the Tang era had obtained a white 

bat that was as big as a crow. He ate it and that same evening he developed massive outflow 

and died.” Also, during the Song era, Liu Liang obtained an “immortals’ elixir made from white 

bats and white toads.” He ingested it and died immediately. Alas! I write these [events] here to 

bring such delusions to an end. Such sayings were first recorded in the Bao pu zi; it was Ge 



Hong’s crime to mislead the world, everywhere in the empire. Also, as the Tang shu states: “In 

Tu fan there are bats with the appearance of sparrows. They are as big as cats, and their skin 

lends itself to produce fur coats.” This, however, is yet another type of rat. This is not the [bat 

called] “heaven’s rat”, tian shu 天鼠.  

 

48-21-01 

Fu yi 伏翼.  

Bat [meat]. 

  

【修治】【斅曰】凡使要重一斤者，先拭去肉上毛，及去爪、腸，留肉、翅并觜、脚。

以好酒浸一宿，取出以黄精自然汁五兩，塗炙至盡，炙乾用。【時珍曰】近世用者，

多煅存性耳。 

Preparation: [Lei] Xiao: Whenever [bats] are employed [for medicinal use] take those that 

weigh one jin. First, rub off the fur on their meat, and remove their claws and intestines. Keep 

the meat and the wings, and also the beak and the feet. Then soak them in good wine for one 

night. After removing them [from the wine], smear 5 liang of natural polygonatum [root] juice 

on them and roast them until [the juice] has vanished entirely. Then roast them further until 

they have dried, and use [the result as medication]. [Li] Shizhen: In recent times, [bat meat] 

was used mostly after having been calcined by retaining its nature.  

 

【氣味】鹹，平，無毒。【日華曰】微熱，有毒。【之才曰】莧實、雲實爲之使。 

Qi and Flavor: Salty balanced, nonpoisonous. Rihua: Slightly hot, poisonous.3 [Xu] Zhicai: 

Amaranthus seeds and cesalpinia fruit serve as its messengers.  

 

【主治】目瞑癢痛，明目，夜視有精光。久服令人憙樂，媚好無憂。本經。【日華曰】

久服解愁。療五淋，利水道。别録。主女人生子餘疾，帶下病，無子。蘇恭。治久欬

上氣，久瘧瘰癧，金瘡内漏，小兒鬾病驚風。時珍。【藏器曰】五月五日，取倒懸者

晒乾，和桂心、薰陸香燒烟，辟蚊子。夜明砂、鼈甲爲末，燒烟，亦辟蚊。 

Control: Dizzy eyes with itch and pain. It brightens the eyes and enables one to see things 

clearly at night. If ingested for a long-time, it lets one be happy and charming, without any grief. 

Ben jing. Rihua: Ingested for a long time it resolves worries. It heals the five kinds of [urine] 

dripping, and it opens the water ways. Bie lu. It controls illnesses of women following the birth 

of a child, diseases below the belt, and childlessness. Su Gong. It serves to cure long-lasting 

cough with rising qi, long-lasting malaria and scrofula pervasion-illness,4 as well as wounds 

caused by metal [weapons with blood] leaking internally, and drought-demon disease and fright 

wind in children. [Li] Shizhen. [Chen] Cangqi: In the fifth month, on the fifth day take [bats] 

hanging upside down and dry them in the sun. Then burn them together with shaved cassia bark 

and mastic to have the fumes free [the house] from mosquitoes. A powder prepared from bat 

droppings and turtle shells can also be burned to develop fumes that expel mosquitoes.  

 

                                                           
3 According to Zheng lei ben cao ch. 19, entry fu yi 伏翼, this text is quoted from the Yao xing 

lun, not from Rihua ben cao. 
4 Luo li 瘰癧, “scrofula pervasion-illness,” when two or more connected swellings of the size 

of plum or date kernels appear either on the neck or in the armpits, or somewhere else on the 

body. BCGM Dict I. 329. 



【發明】【時珍曰】蝙蝠性能瀉人，故陳子真等服之皆致死。觀後治金瘡方，皆致下

利，其毒可知。本經謂其無毒，“久服憙樂無憂”，日華云“久服解愁”者，皆誤後世之

言，適足以增憂益愁而已。治病可也，服食不可也。 

Explication: [Li] Shizhen: Bats by nature cause humans to have an outflow. Hence, when Chen 

Zizhen and others consumed them they all died. If one takes a close look at the recipes listed 

below to cure wounds caused by metal [weapons], they all cause discharge with free-flow. From 

this one can know of their being poisonous. When the Ben jing states that they are nonpoisonous, 

and that ingested for a long time they cause one to be happy and have no grief, and when the 

Rihua states that if ingested for a long time they resolve all worries, then these are statements 

that have deceived subsequent generations. They have served only to increase grief and to add 

new worries! [Bats] are suitable for treating disease, they are not suitable for being eaten.  

 

【附方】舊三，新八。 

Added Recipes: Three of old, eight newly [recorded].  

 

仙乳丸。治上焦熱，晝常好瞑。用伏翼五兩重一枚，連腸骨炙燥，雲實炒五兩，威靈

仙三兩，牽牛炒、莧實各二兩，丹砂、鉛丹各一兩，膩粉半兩，爲末，蜜丸緑豆大。

每服七丸，木通湯下，以知爲度。普濟。 

Pills with the Milk of Hermits/Immortals: They serve to cure heat in the upper burner, when 

one often prefers to sleep during daytime. Take one bat weighing five liang, fried with its 

intestines and bones until dry, five liang of fried cesalpinia fruit, three liang of Chinese clematis, 

two liang each of fried morning glory and amaranthus seeds, one liang each of cinnabar and 

minium, one half liang of calomel, and grind all these to powder. Then prepare pills with bee 

honey the size of green beans. Each time ingest seven pills with the decoction with akebia 

[herb]. The treatment ends when an effect shows. Pu ji. 

 

久欬上氣。十年、二十年，諸藥不效。用蝙蝠除翅、足，燒焦研末，米飲服之。百一

方。 

For a long-time cough with rising qi, when it has lasted for ten or even twenty years, with all 

medications applied having shown no effects. Remove the wings and feet of a bat, burn it and 

grind [the ashes] to powder. Ingest them with rice [wash water] beverage. Bai yi fang. 

 

久瘧不止：范汪方用蝙蝠七個，去頭、翅、足，搗千下，丸梧子大。每服一丸，清湯

下。鷄鳴時一丸，禺中一丸 

For a long-time malaria that fails to end: The Fan wan fang [recommends to] use seven bats, 

remove their head, wings and legs, and pound them a thousand times, then prepare pills the size 

of wu seeds. Each time ingest one pill, to be sent down with clear hot water. One pill at the time 

when the cocks crow, and one pill at noon.  

 

久瘧不止。伏翼丸：用蝙蝠一枚炙，蛇蜕皮一條燒，蜘蛛一枚去足炙，鼈甲一枚醋

炙，麝香半錢，爲末。五月五日午時研匀，入煉蜜和丸麻子大。每温酒下五丸。聖惠

方。 

For a long-time malaria that fails to end: The “pills with bats.” One bat, fried. One shed-off 

snake skin, burned. One spider, with its legs removed, fried. One turtle shell, fried in vinegar. 

One half qian of musk. [Grind] all these items to powder and prepare an even mixture on the 



fifth day of the fifth month. Then mix this with refined honey and prepare pills the size of hemp 

seeds. Each time ingest five pills with warm wine. Sheng hui fang. 

 

小兒驚癇。用入蟄蝙蝠一個，入成塊朱砂三錢在腹内，以新瓦合，煅存性，候冷爲

末。空心分四服，兒小分五服，白湯下。醫學集成。 

For fright epilepsy of children: Take a bat that has entered hibernation, and insert a piece of 

cinnabar of three qian into its abdomen. Then place it on a new tile and calcine it, by retaining 

its nature. Wait until it has cooled down and [grind it to] powder. Have it divided into four 

portions, to be ingested on an empty stomach. Children ingest it divided into five portions. To 

be taken with clear hot water. Yi xue ji cheng.  

 

小兒慢驚。返魂丹：治小兒慢驚及天弔夜啼。用蝙蝠一枚，去腸、翅，炙黄焦，人中

白、乾蠍焙、麝香各一分，爲末，煉蜜丸緑豆大。每服乳汁下三丸。聖惠方。 

For slow fright of children. The “elixir that causes the hun-soul to return.” It serves to treat slow 

fright of children, and hauled-by-heaven5 with nightly crying. Take one bat and remove its 

intestines and wings, and have it fried until it is burned to a yellow color. Then prepare a powder 

of one fen each of white sediments of human urine, baked dried scorpions, and musk and 

prepare pills with refined honey of the size of green beans. Each time [have the child] ingest 

three pills with human milk. Sheng hui fang.  

 

多年瘰癧不愈。神效方：用蝙蝠一個，猫頭一個，俱撒上黑豆，燒至骨化，爲末摻

之，乾即油調傅，内服連翹湯。集要。 

For scrofula pervasion-illness6 lasting for many years without ever being cured, a divinely 

effective recipe: Take one bat and one head of a cat, spread black beans on them and burn them 

until the bones transform. Then [grind this to] powder and apply it [to the affected region]. If it 

is dry, apply it mixed with oil. In addition, internally ingest the “decoction with forsythia [fruit].” 

Ji yao. 

 

金瘡出血不止，成内漏。用蝙蝠二枚，燒末。水服方寸匕，當下水而血消也。鬼遺

方。 

For wounds resulting from metal [weapons]. If the bleeding does not end and leaks into the 

interior. Burn two bats and [grind them to] powder. Ingest with water the amount held by a 

square cun spoon. This will cause the blood to dissolve and to be discharged as water. Gui yi 

fang.  

 

腋下胡臭。用蝙蝠一個，以赤石脂末半兩塗遍，黄泥包固，晒乾，煅存性。以田螺水

調塗腋下，待毒氣上冲，急服下藥，行一二次妙。乾坤秘韞。 

For barbarian stench under the armpits. Take one bat and completely cover it with half a liang 

of red halloysite. Then cover it firmly with yellow clay, let it dry in the sun, and calcine it by 

retaining its nature. Then mix this with river snail water and smear it into the armpits. As soon 

                                                           
5 Xiao er tian diao 小兒天弔, “children hauled-by-heaven,” BCGM Dict I, 566, identical with 

tian diao jing feng 天弔驚風, “hauled-by-heaven fright wind,” with the patient’s eyes turned 

upward as if “hauled by heaven,” BCGM Dict I, 502. 
6 Luo li 瘰癧, “scrofula pervasion-illness,” when two or more connected swellings of the size 

of plum or date kernels appear either on the neck or in the armpits, or somewhere else on the 

body. BCGM Dict I. 329. 



as the poison qi surges upward, quickly ingest a medication stimulating discharge. After one or 

two passages, [the effects] are wondrous. Qian kun mi yun.  

 

乾血氣痛。蝙蝠一個，燒存性。每酒服一錢，即愈。生生編。 

For dried up blood and qi pain: Burn one bat by retaining its nature. Each time ingest one qian 

with wine. This will result in a cure. Sheng sheng bian.  

 

婦人斷産。蝙蝠一個燒研，以五朝酒酻調下。摘玄方。 

To sterilize women: Burn one bat and grind it [to powder]. Ingest this mixed with unfiltrated 

“five day [fermentation] wine”. Zhai xuan fang.   

 

48-21-02 

Nao 腦 

[Bat] brain. 

 

【主治】塗面，去女子面皰。服之，令人不忘。藏器。 

Control: Applied to the face, it removes facial blisters of women. Ingested, it lets one not 

become forgetful. [Chen] Cangqi. 

 

 

48-21-03 

Xue 血, dan 膽. 

[Bat] blood and bile. 

  

【主治】滴目，令人不睡，夜中見物。藏器。【弘景曰】伏翼目及膽，術家用爲洞視

法。 

Control: Dripped into the eyes it lets one not fall asleep, and enables one to see things 

during the night. [Chen] Cangqi. [Tao] Hongjing: Blood and bile of bats are used by [esoteric] 

arts specialists to make one see through [things]. 

 

48-21-04 

Tian shu shi 天鼠屎 

Bat droppings. 

  

本經 FE Ben jing.  

 

【釋名】鼠法本經、石肝同上、夜明砂日華、黑砂星。【弘景曰】方家不用，俗不識

也。【李當之曰】即伏翼屎也，方言名天鼠爾。 

Explanation of Names: Shu fa 鼠法, Ben jing. Shi gan 石肝, „stone liver,“ identical [source] 

as above. Ye ming sha 夜明砂, „nocturnal clarity sand,“ Rihua. Hei sha xing 黑砂星, “black 

sand star.” [Tao] Hongjing: The recipe experts do not use them; the common people do not 

know of them. Li Dangzhi: These are bat droppings. The Fang yan names them tian shu 天鼠, 

„heaven’s rats.” 

 

【修治】【時珍曰】凡采得，以水淘去灰土惡氣，取細砂晒乾焙用。其砂乃蚊蚋眼也。 



Preparation. [Li] Shizhen: Once they are gathered, they are washed to remove dust and malign 

qi. Then one selects fine sand[-like droppings] and dries them in the sun, and bakes them for 

use. The sand[-like droppings] are the eyes of mosquitoes and blackflies. 

 

【氣味】辛，寒。無毒。【之才曰】惡白斂、白微。 

Qi and Flavor: Acrid, cold, nonpoisonous. [Xu] Zhicai: [Ingested together, bats’ droppings] 

abhor ampelopsis [root] and cynanchum [root]. 

 

【主治】面癰腫，皮膚洗洗時痛，腹中血氣，破寒熱積聚，除驚悸。本經。去面上黑

皯。别録。燒灰，酒服方寸匕，下死胎。蘇恭。炒服，治瘰癧。日華。治馬撲損痛，

以三枚投熱酒一升，取清服立止，數服便瘥。蘇頌。出續傳信方。擣熬爲末，拌飯，

與三歲小兒食之，治無辜病，甚驗。慎微。治疳有效。宗奭。治目盲障瞖，明目除瘧。

時珍。 

Control: Facial obstruction-illness7 with swelling; painful skin when washed. Blood and qi in 

the abdomen. They break through accumulations of cold and heat. They remove fright 

palpitation. Ben jing. They remove facial gloom. Bie lu. Burned to ashes, the amount held by a 

square cun spoon ingested with wine will cause a dead fetus to be discharged. Su Gong. Ingested 

fried, they serve to cure scrofula pervasion-illness.8 Rihua. They serve to treat [patients] having 

been pounced on by a horse, resulting in injury and pain. Put three pieces into one sheng of hot 

wine. Then take the clear liquid and ingest it. [The pain] will end immediately. After this was 

ingested several times, [the patient] will be cured. Su Song based on Xu chuan xin fang. Fry 

[the droppings] and [grind them to] powder. Mix it with rice and have children aged three years 

eat this. This serves to treat the disease of “innocence.” 9 Very effective. [Tang] Shenwei. They 

are effective when used to treat gan-illness.10 [Kou] Zongshi. They serve to treat blindness and 

obstructive shades. They clear the eyes and eliminate malaria. [Li] Shizhen. 

 

【發明】【時珍曰】夜明砂及蝙蝠，皆厥陰肝經血分藥也，能活血消積。故所治目瞖

盲障，瘧鬾疳驚，淋帶，瘰癧癰腫，皆厥陰之病也。按類説云：定海 徐道亨患赤眼食

蟹，遂成内障，五年。忽夢一僧，以藥水洗之，令服羊肝丸。求其方。僧曰：用洗净

夜明砂、當歸、蟬蜕、木賊去節各一兩，爲末。黑羊肝四兩，水煮爛和丸梧子大。食

後熟水下五十丸。如法服之，遂復明也。 

Explication: [Li] Shizhen: Bat droppings and bats are medications for the receding yin liver 

conduit and the blood section. They can quicken the flow of blood and dissolve accumulations. 

Hence they are able to cure eye shades and blindness, malaria, drought demon [diseases], gan-

                                                           
7 Yong 癰, “obstruction-illness,” refers to an obstruction of vessels or other ducts inside the 

body. Qi rushing against the obstruction may cause a local swelling and eventually break 

through the surface to cause an abscess. BCGM Dict I, 641. 
8 Luo li 瘰癧, “scrofula pervasion-illness,” when two or more connected swellings of the size 

of plum or date kernels appear either on the neck or in the armpits, or somewhere else on the 

body. BCGM Dict I. 329. 
9 Wu gu 無辜, “innocence,” a type of gan-illness accompanied by scrofula affecting the head 

and neck. BCGM Dict I, 537. 
10 Gan 疳, “gan-illness,” also: “sweets-illness,” involves several complaints that affect 

children and adults, with causes and conditions too different to fall into a known disease 

category. BCGM Dict I, 180-188. 



illness and fright, as well as dripping and [diseases of women below] the belt, scrofula 

pervasion-illness, 11  and obstruction-illness with swelling, as all these are diseases of the 

ceasing yin [conduits]. According to the Lei shuo, “Mr. Xu Daoheng of Ding hai suffered from 

red eyes. Once he ate crabs, and this resulted in an inner obstructive [shade]. Five years later, 

he suddenly dreamed of a Buddhist monk who gave a medication to him to rinse his [eyes], and 

he advised him to ingest the ‘pills with lamb liver’. When [Mr. Xu Daoheng] enquired about 

the recipe, the monk told him: ‘To rinse [the eyes] use one liang each of bats droppings, 

angelica [root], cicada sloughs and equisetum [herb] with the nodes removed, and [grind them 

to] powder. Then boil four liang of black lamb liver in water until it becomes a pappy substance 

and mix it [with the afore mentioned powder] to prepare pills of the size of wu seeds. Ingest 50 

such pills with hot water after a meal.” [Mr. Xu Daohong] ingested [the pills] according to the 

rules, and [his eyes] became clear again.  

 

【附方】舊一，新十一。 

Added Recipes: One of old; eleven newly [recorded].  

 

内外障瞖。夜明砂末，扎入豬肝内，煮食飲汁，效。直指方。 

For internal and external obstructive shades. Powdered bat droppings are inserted into a pig’s 

liver. This is boiled to be eaten, and the juice is to be drunk. Effective. Zhi zhi fang.  

 

青盲不見。夜明砂，糯米炒黄一兩，柏葉炙一兩，爲末，牛膽汁和丸梧子大。每夜卧

時竹葉湯下二十丸。至五更，米飲下二十丸。瘥乃止。聖惠。 

For green blindness with impaired vision. Prepare a powder of bat droppings, one liang of 

glutinous rice fried until yellow, and one liang of platycladus [tree] leaves, fried. Mix these 

with ox bile juice and prepare pills of the size of wu seeds. Each night at bedtime ingest 20 such 

pills with a decoction with bamboo leaves. Just before dawn, ingest another 20 pills with rice 

[wash water] beverage. Once a cure is achieved, end [the treatment]. Sheng hui. 

 

小兒雀目。夜明砂炒研，猪膽汁和丸緑豆大。每米飲下五丸。 

For sparrow eyes of children. Bat droppings are fried and ground [to powder]. Mix this with 

pig bile juice to prepare pills of the size of green beans. Each time [have the child] ingest five 

such pills with rice [wash water] beverage. 

 

一方：加黄芩等分，爲末。米泔煮豬肝，取汁調服半錢。 

Another recipe: Add an identical amount of scutellaria [root] and [grind this to] powder. Then 

boil a pig’s liver in rice washing water and mix the juice with the [afore mentioned powder] 

and have [the patient] ingest one half qian. 

 

五瘧不止。聖惠用夜明砂末，每冷茶服一錢，立效。 

For the five kinds of malaria that fail to end. The Sheng hui12 uses powdered bat droppings, of 

which one qian is to be ingested each time with cold tea. Immediately effective.  

                                                           
11 Luo li 瘰癧, “scrofula pervasion-illness,” when two or more connected swellings of the size 

of plum or date kernels appear either on the neck or in the armpits, or somewhere else on the 

body. BCGM Dict I. 329. 
12 According to Zheng lei ben cao ch. 19, tian shu shi 天鼠屎, the following recipe is quoted 



 

又方：治瘧發作無時，經久不瘥。用蝙蝠糞五十粒，朱砂半兩，麝香一錢，爲末，糯

米飯丸小豆大，未發時，白湯下十丸。 

Another recipe: To cure cases of malaria with irregular outbreaks that have lasted for a long 

time without being cured. Take 50 kernels of bat droppings, half a liang of cinnabar, and one 

qian of musk, and [grind these substances to] powder. Then prepare pills with glutinous rice of 

the size of small beans. Ingest 10 such pills with clear hot water prior to an outbreak.  

 

胎前瘧疾。夜明砂末三錢，空心温酒服。經驗秘方。 

For malaria during pregnancy. Three qian of powdered bat droppings are to be ingested with 

warm wine on an empty stomach. Jing yan mi fang. 

 

欬嗽不止。蝙蝠去翅足，燒焦爲末。一錢，食後白湯下。壽域神方。 

For unending coughing. Remove the wings and legs of a bat, burn it until scorched, and [grind 

it to] powder. One qian is to be ingested after meals with clear hot water. Shou yu shen fang.  

 

小兒鬾病。以紅紗袋盛夜明沙，佩之。直指方。 

For drought-demon disease of children. Have them wear bat droppings in a bag made from red 

yarn. Zhi zhi fang.  

 

一切疳毒。夜明砂五錢，入瓦瓶内，以精豬肉三兩薄切，入瓶内，水煮熟。午前以肉

與兒食，飲其汁，取下腹中胎毒。次用生薑四兩，和皮切炒，同黄連末一兩，糊丸黍

米大，米飲服，日三次。全幼心鑑。 

All kinds of gan-illness13 poison. Five qian of bat droppings are filled into an earthenware bottle. 

Then three liang of fine pork meat, cut into thin slices, are filled into that same bottle, and this 

is boiled in water until done. Have the child eat the meat before noon, and drink the juice. This 

will remove the fetal poison that has remained in its abdomen. Then take four liang of fresh 

ginger, cut it with the skin retained, and fry it. Mix this with one liang of coptis [rhizome] 

powder, and prepare pills with wheat flour of the size of millet kernels. [Let the child] ingest 

them with rice [washing water] beverage, three times a day. Quan you xin jian.  

 

聤耳出汁。夜明砂二錢，麝香一字，爲末。拭净摻之。聖濟。 

For suppurating, purulescent ears. Two qian of bat droppings and one zi of musk are [ground 

to] powder. Wipe [the ears] clear and apply the [powder]. Sheng ji. 

 

潰腫排膿。夜明砂一兩，桂半兩，乳香一分，爲末，入乾砂糖半兩。井水調傅。直指

方。 

                                                           

from the Jian yao ji chong fang while the recipe introduced as you fang is found in Sheng hui 

fang ch. 52, section Zhi nue fa zuo wu shi zhu fang 治瘧發作無時諸方, “all recipes to cure 

malaria with outbreaks at irregular time intervals.”  
13 Gan 疳, “gan-illness,” also: “sweets-illness,” involves several complaints that affect 

children and adults, with causes and conditions too different to fall into a known disease 

category. BCGM Dict I, 180-188. 



To break open a swelling and to drain pus. One liang of bat droppings, half a liang of cassia, 

and one fen of frankincense are [ground to] powder. Add half a liang of dried granulated sugar. 

Mix all this with well water and apply it [to the swelling]. Zhi zhi fang.  

 

腋下胡臭。夜明砂末，豉汁調傅。 

For barbarian stench under the armpits. Mix powdered bat droppings with soybean juice and 

apply this topically. 

 

風蚛牙痛。夜明砂炒、吴茱萸湯泡炒，等分，爲末，蟾酥和丸麻子大。綿裹二丸含之，

吐涎。普濟方。 

For toothache resulting from wind attack. [Grind] equal amounts of fried bat droppings and 

evodia [fruit], soaked in hot water and fried, to powder. Then use toad-cake to prepare pills of 

the size of hemp seeds. Wrap two pills in silk fabric and hold them in the mouth. Spit out the 

saliva. Pu ji fang.  

 

 

 


